Pornography or porn: The
word derives from the Greek
πορνογραφία (pornographia), which derives from the
Greek words πόρνη (pornē,
“prostitute” and pornea,
“prostitution”), and γράφω
(graphō, “I write or record,”
derived meaning “illustration,” cf. “graph”), and the
suffix -ία (-ia, meaning “state
of,” “property of,” or “place
of”), thus meaning “a written
description or illustration of
prostitutes or prostitution.”
Community Action Center, is a sociosexual video which incorporates the erotics of a
community where the personal is not only political, but sexual. This project was heavily inspired by
porn-romance-liberation films, which served as distinct portraits of the urban inhabitants, landscapes and the body politic of a particular time and place. Community Action Center is a unique
contemporary womyn-centric composition that serves as both an ode and a hole-filler.
Because the video contains sexually explicit content, the term ‘porn’ is relevant and the artists
have an interest in exploring the trappings of the term itself. Sex, sexuality and the complexities of
gendered bodies are inherently political. Queer sex and feminist agency is a shared acknowledgment of reciprocal penetration. This project is a small archive of an intergenerational community
built on collaboration, friendship, sex and art. The work attempts to explore a consideration of
feminist fashion, sexual aesthetics and an expansive view of what is defined as ‘sex’. Burns and
Steiner worked with artists and performers who created infinitely complex gender and performance
roles that are both real and fantastical, set to a soundtrack of music and original compositions by
artists culled from the worldwide sisterhood. The video seeks to expose and reformulate paradigms
that are typical of porn typologies, intentionally exploiting tropes for their comical value, critical
consideration and historical homage. Using the gallery to exer/exorcise the mystical and discreet
lost spaces of homosocial configuration, the artists have created a reason and a space to reflect on
the cultural realness of homo-grown lesbian sexuality. The work aims to be a hedonistic and
distinctly political adventure. — A.K. BURNS & A.L. STEINER

What does it mean to you to have, to be,
a body?
What does it mean to you to breathe,
to blink, to need to eat, shower, shit,
to live inside a skin that scrapes and
breaks easily? A skin that sprouts thin
hair forests around crevassed, puckered,
holes?
What are you doing with your body
right now as you read these words?
When can you say that your strange,
thin skin has felt a scrape, slap, prick,
dribble, pierce, rasp, roll that you
couldn’t frame inside your language,
that challenged your words because it
challenged your borders, your skinboundaries?
When was the last time you played?
It begins with whooping, scuffling,
breathless pinning, pulling, shoving as
two bodies wrestle before a ring girl who
looks to have one tit out and another one
hanging round her neck. All faces flash
full of laughter smiles. “Feminine Products,” the sign had said.
The scene flies by as each one of its
seconds fills with skin, paint, fruit,
fur, knives, clay, brushes. Bright green
watermelons full of plush red flesh are
made homes to feeding faces; a can of
beer bulges like a cock before it is
pierced with a scissors’ blade to flood a
smiling open mouth that sucks and gulps
it down; many hands birth a pregnant body
from a womb of brown clay lodged between
the legs of another, before all the hands
stroke her over with wet, red paint,
then palm-skin tongues lap the paint
away again. The sound of the scene falls
quickly into a lone voice relishing the
words of an anthem to fantastical fucks:
we hear the tongue delighting in the tap,
trip, touch it takes to get the horseplay out.
The scene sets the stage for all that
is to come. In this first scene, bodies
are skin shapes touching upon each other,
exploring together sensation, exploring
sensation together. While these first few

minutes of sound spill a tumble of words
whose delight lies in naming acts that
fall just beyond what is earthly possible, the images onscreen play the same
game but in reverse. Here at the beginning and in what follows, the scenes we
see are wholly of this earth but they
coax and tease us by lying just beyond
the edge of our ability to name them.
These acts, these bodies, are not
unspeakable but they do challenge the
kind of speaking that tries to shove the
wild and unruly real into fixed and narrow
categories. The way that sunlight plays
through a window to paint the side of a
face, the way the camera comes so close
to fingers unfolding the leaves around a
comb of crystallized honey, the faint
smiles we see often at the corners of
lips kissing, these tiny movements that
make up the whole stand against the ways
we abbreviate being.
This community, this community
action, opens onto another way of being
in the world. This way refuses shortcuts:
those in languag—porn, he, she, top,
bottom, doing, done (paltry descriptors
for who we are and what we do) and those
in relation—taking it as a given that
we fuck only one way, only one person
(forgetting the magnificent range of our
spirit-mind-bodies). In each scene, play
emerges as central to this work: a pushing, exploring kind of play that perverts
and subverts labels, tropes, stories we
tell ourselves: laughing inside the boxes
before blowing them to smithereens. This
kind of play is not rule bound; it has
no set objectives; in it, you can’t rest
easy inside the safety net of inherited
frameworks. To engage this play is to
engage in the limit spaces, the pushing
places, the often rocky and precarious
terrain of the edge. Engaging this risk
amounts to nothing short of revolution:
here, in this world, it is play that is
the catalyst to change.
Far from being unaccountable or disconnected, the scenes we are given to see
reveal a play that has trust and nearness

at its root. The camera is integral to
this movement: far from feeling taken,
each shot seems to knit itself more fully
into the being of the body on the screen.
A together-work unfolds where the eye of
the camera holds each body in a soft love
that laps and licks at the skin it films,
creating scenes that feel like holding
spaces for the acts that go on inside
them. The intimacy of this
kind of bearing witness radiates outward to encompass
us as viewers who are called
upon to see the movements
inside the frames as well as
to bear witness to the fact
of a filmer filming—to the
fact of a framer, framed.
Knit into the heart of
this work is a scene that
starts slowly, marked by
a shift in its sound. One
body moves forward and back
across the floor toward another body poised over the
back of a chair. Of both, we see no faces
as they engage in wrapping black cords
that hang from the ceiling outside the
frame around the flesh of the chair-bound
body. The movement is slow; the knots of
the black ropes orderly, intricate. When
the tying is done, we are given to see
both faces: one turned toward us, resting on the back of the chair, the other
guiding fingers and then palms of muscled
arms to snap into black rubber gloves,
one on each hand. Calmly, presently, the
black-handed body begins to thread a
feather through the skin on the backside
of the other. We see this first from the
side: both bodies poised together, touching, joined by thread. And then we watch
closely, placed in the position of the
sewer, as a thin, hooked needle pierces
ass flesh skin and draws its thread
through.
Out of fuzz fluff grey shafts, beautiful black brown feathers accumulate into
a half circle, slowly being sewn into
skin. Perspective shifts and we are given

to see the face of the one whose skin we
have come to know. The camera is near and
so we are privy to a slow blink, a slow
movement of an eyelid covering the eye
beneath it, resting there, and opening
again. This is how close the camera
stays. This is how close the camera asks
us to stay with it. We watch breath
pulled deliberately into lungs that rise
and fall the chest plate,
calmly, powerfully, conscious. Again the camera
smoothes slowly over the
clear-eyed, feathered, body
and the sewer fans the
feathers into the ass crown
that they have become.
In this scene, we are
invited into the kinship we
are watching. In this scene,
we are given a tiny taste of
what this being in the body
means: even as we watch,
we are brought back into
our own bodies—needing to
breathe, feeling the flutter in the belly
as needle pierces skin, perhaps feeling heat rise into cheeks, armpits. Just
as we have been watching a space knit
through with commitment, this scene tests
also our willingness to commit. The two
bodies that move through it are unflinchingly courageous. The camera does not shy
or refuse to show us this limit-experience. The question that haunts is: what
does it mean to let yourself look away?
In this space of intimacy, staying-with
is the part we are called upon to play,
the part we are invited to see is both
possible and joining.
As each scene washes over us, every
one in its own way stands as a testament
to this community and to its commitment.
As the credits roll, the film dedicates
itself to the queerest of the queer,
past, present, future: to the ineffable
becoming, to the infinite unfolding of
the change.
—Litia Perta

from On Our Backs
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WHO’S ON TOP ?

JOEY: I know, there are bugs, and it’s

my boot—

JOEY: He always wants to take all the

was my idea, and putting it in slow mo-

romantic stage. I’m more in love with
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But then once we got involved in it,
then I was faced with a tremendous

JOEY: His boot. And my friend said

many afternoon lunches, wanting to get

JOEY: But after it was over, each of us

closer and deeper with each other than

FRED HALSTED & JOEY YALE

(SCENE: A West Hollywood apartment
where the notorious twosome has ar-

rived and settled down with lots of beer
and cigarettes.)

SKIN: When did the two of you “come
out”?

FRED: Oh, I came out in ... 1959, when
I was 18—

JOEY: I came out when I was about
five. I knew I was gay from the first

time I can remember. I started sucking

dick when I was five. But to get back to

the subject, when I met Fred he had this
film in his head, and it was something

that was driving him, that he had to get
out—the film that became “L.A. Plays
Itself” —and it was very structured in
his head what he was going to do. He
saw gay pornography as a vehicle to
set him apart and launch a career in

film. He had something that he wanted
to say, and that had never been done

before, and knew that it could probably
catapault him to fame.

FRED: It took me three years to make

“L.A. Plays Itself”—shoulda been able
to make that in three months—

JOEY: Our films always take longer
than anybody else in the industry to

produce. But when Fred first told me

about this film, he told me it was a film
about nature, wildlife, and bugs. He

did not tell me it was a sex film, when

he first approached me with the idea of
being in it—

FRED: —he was so in love with me

at that point I could do anything with
him—

JOEY: —so he basically told me a
bunch o’ lies—

FRED: —there are bugs in it!

all full of nature in the film. It’s true.

indecision because at that time I was

pursuing a quote legitimate act ing career, and I thought, well, gawd, if I do

FRED: My boot.

to me, “Look at that tongue, have you
ever seen any tongue that big?” And

I said, “No, I’ve never seen any thing
that big in my life. Isn’t that just hor-

this, then I’m not gonna be able to do

rendous?” But then, after it opened in

do! Actually, there was another ending

each other. I must have gone 20 some-

those other things that I think I wanna
planned for the film-

FRED: Don’t tell him about that-!

JOEY: I’m gonna tell him!—Halfway

through the film, I had such indecision
about what I was doing that I backed

out of the project. Fred had filmed all
the major footage of me, and then I

decided, I can’t handle this because I

was really young and didn’t understand

what I was doing. And so I didn’t return
his phone calls. I didn’t see him, and I

wouldn’t finish the film the way he had
originally in tended it. So it forced him
to be very creative as an editor, to take
the existing footage that he had and

make it work. Which he obviously did
very successfully.

FRED: I hated Joey.

JOEY: He was pissed.

FRED: But the ending I was forced to
create was much better. I’m delighted
with it. But I didn’t see Joey for three
years after that.

JOEY: There were times during that
three-year period when I would see

Fred’s name in print, and I would see

the film “L.A. Plays Itself” advertised
in After Dark magazine, playing in

New York, and I would just cringe and

L.A., Fred and I still weren’t talking to
odd times to see it. And I paid! At this
time absolutely nothing is happening
to my career, I’m working odd jobs,

living with a fairly wealthy lover who

occasionally screams at me to get a job.
Then, I was out at a bar one night FRED: Larry’s.

JOEY: Larry’s. And Fred came in—

FRED: I had just screened the sailor

sequence from “Sextool” at the Vista—
JOEY: — and I saw him from a

distance, and I thought, Well, maybe

now’s the time to go say hello to him

boot, which I knew was my tongue and

he’d never fucked with anybody else—

onscreen—up to that point, and he said,
“Why should we destroy the mystique?

Let’s just carry that on and create something with it.” And I like melodrama,
and that appealed to me. So I finally

said, “Okay.” Now, it sounds like I had
to be talked into all this, but in truth I

was very willing in both instances, but

I enjoyed the whole act of Fred coming
to me and persuading me and using his
whole technique of getting me turned
on. I enjoyed that quite a bit.

FRED: Well—I’m finding out a lot in

this interview. He’s never talked about
this before!

“Sextool”?

fucked. And that’s it. I was still living

with my lover, and Fred had a lover at
that time, also.

FRED: No, I didn’t.

JOEY: Yes, you did. D_____ T_____
was your lover.

FRED: No, he wasn’t.

JOEY: Yes, he was! He was a

“studette”—a big guy that is basically
passive.

FRED (explaining): Guys who look
like studs, but really aren’t.

describe Joey?

the ad, and there was a tongue licking a

in “L.A. Plays Itself” together, and

“hello,” and we went home and we

an awful lot—so I walked up and I said

me! And I’m in it. And, I remember a
friend of mine, and he was looking at

logic behind it was that we had been

SKIN: How did you decide what kind

SKIN: Did you coin the word

very vivid conversation I had with a

me to be in “Sextool.” And his whole

again—because I had really liked him

I’d think, Oh gawd, that’s Halsted, and

he’s actually got this on the screen! And

credit! Anyway, then he courted me,

“twinkie” to

JOEY: Yes, we did.
FRED: I did.

JOEY: We did.
FRED: I did!

of a scene to do for the two of you in

FRED: I was so nervous when we did it
that I dropped two tabs of acid—

JOEY: And I dropped two tabs of acid!
Because we knew that people would

expect us to top what we did in “L.A.

Plays Itself” —the first time a fist fucking had ever been filmed— and shown.

FRED: On the day of the shoot, I didn’t
know what I was gonna do!

JOEY: There was no script for our

scene. Up to five minutes before we
shot the thing, we had no idea what

we were gonna do! Neither one of us.

And that’s the honest truth! We were as
nervous as hell. We made it up as we

were doing it—it was spontaneous—
FRED: It took us five or six hours to
shoot. That beautiful shot with me

breaking the mirror with Joey’s face in
it—that was Joey’s idea. The pissing

tion was the photographer’s idea.

decided we wanted to get together on a
permanent basis, and basically live our
lives together, combining everything.
And then we started living together,

and the seeds of our business started.

Because Fred had been ripped off by—
FRED (warning): Joey—!!

JOEY: Shut up! One of the reasons was
this distributor—
FRED: Joey!

JOEY: I slapped Fred once . . . One

of the reasons Cosco got started was
because this man was distributing

Fred’s films and I asked Fred, “How

much has this man been paying you?”
And Fred says, “Oh, every couple of

months he gives me about a hundred

dollars or so,” and I said, “WHAT?—I
think we can do better than that. Why
don’t we do this to gether and form a
partnership?

FRED: Yeah, it was Joey’s idea.

JOEY: And I said, “You go and get

those negatives back from that man

—and we’ll place our own ads and see
what we can do.”

FRED: I finally got ‘em back, but it

took a whole battle—but it was the start
of Cosco.

JOEY: “Cosco” is a word that was

just made up, by me. Doesn’t mean
anything—

FRED: The “C.O.S.” was originally for
“Contemporary Office Supplies.”

JOEY: No, it was not—the word was
made up! It never meant anything.

FRED: So we’ve been in business since
spring of 1975, I think it was.

JOEY: Just this year we opened up our
printing company, “Cosco Printing.”

We have four presses, one that we can
do four-color work on.

FRED: And personally we’re in a real

him now than I ever have been. We’re

we ever have been. So our sex life has
changed and evolved and the S&M

between the two of us is pretty much
gone. Well—not completely—
JOEY: Not completely!

FRED: Joey’s now the aggressor, and

I’m more of a passive, laid-back bozo.
JOEY: I’d compare it to any long term

relationship, in terms of sex. It evolves
and changes and it may change again.

It feels terrific right now. But it’s definitely not what it was in ‘74-’75.

FRED: Well, the role reversal thing

hasn’t happened sexually, but it has

happened in terms of business. He runs
the offices, and I run the house.

JOEY: When I come home from the

office, Fred’s at the door, and he’s in

his chaps and leather jacket, and his hat
and dark glasses, and he hands me a
beer, and you know

FRED: wants to get serviced

JOEY: wants to get serviced. And I
think it’s wonderful!

FRED: But in terms of 9 to 5, Joey’s

definitely on top. He runs the business.
I’m just the delivery man, the ware-

house man, the shipper. And I love it!

One for you. One for her. And
more than one for everybody!

Eins für Sie. Und mehr als
einer für jede!

With the reception of Jakob Lena Knebl’s
edition you have become the carrier of a dick.
The fatally biologistic logic of “Mine is bigger
then yours!” will from now on be replaced by:
“I have the same” or “Wait, I’m gonna get that
one, too.”
From Focault we know that the task lies
not in rediscovering repressed desires, but in
inventing new ones. Here, the dildo comes
in as a critical as well as handy tool. Let’s get
more out of our bodies! The dildo stages desire,
it defies the order of having and being, and it
undoes biology by transforming the difference
between women and men into a playground of
temporary identity. It blurs the boundaries of
self-love and object-love, of fucking and being
fucked. Let’s get more out of our culture!
Pain plays a crucial role in the process
through which we develop a sense of our bodily
existence. We are aware of our organs when
they hurt: I can feel my heart when it pounds
with anxiety or with excitement, and I know
that I have a kidney when I suffer a renal colic.
Even our sexual organs do not simply
exist right from the start, they rather materialize
at points of contact, in our encounters with
the world erogenous zones emerge along
the continuum of pleasure and aversion. The
morphology of our bodies is imaginary, and
pain gives form. The phantom pain of lost limbs
and the phantom lust of prostheses expand our
bodies beyond their physical limitations: The
best sex, the best anything erotic, is when you
project your energy into what you’re doing. If
you strap on a dick and project your energy

Mit dem Empfang von Jakob Lena Knebls
Edition sind Sie gerade zur Schwanzträgerin
geworden. Die fatal biologistische Logik von
„Meins ist größer als deins!“ wird ab sofort
ersetzt durch: „Ich hab den gleichen!“ Oder:
„So einen besorg ich mir auch.“
Von Foucault wissen wir, dass weniger
darum geht, verdrängte Begehren zu entdecken, als vielmehr neue Lüste zu erfinden.
Ein Dildo ist dabei ein kritisch ebenso wie
praktisch nützliches Werkzeug. Let’s get
more out of our bodies! Der Dildo inszeniert
das Wollen und setzt sich über die Ordnung
des Habens oder Seins hinweg, er hebelt die
Biologie aus, verwandelt die Differenz zwischen

into it – even if it’s not yours – it becomes an
extension of you.
One of the laws that structurally preserve
the patriarchal order dictates that you should
have either a penis or no penis (exactly one
or none at all). As Beatriz Preciado puts it:
“Within the heterosexual mythology one penis
is sufficient. If you have two of them you fall
into a category of monstrosity. The monstrosity
of a living double: which is the dildo and which
is the penis? If you lack a penis however you
fall into another monstrous category, the natural
monstrosity of femininity.” In this sense we
all need to become monstrous by having more
than just one dildo, just as the ballerina in Jakob
Knebl’s photograph, whose heels are adorned
by two red erections. What, one might ask, is
she wearing underneath her tutu?

Mann und Frau in eine Spielwiese temporärer

Ulrike Müller, borrowing freely from Judith Butler, Wynne

Identifikationen, er verwischt die Grenzen

Greenwood, Laidie Magenta, Michel Foucault, Sigmund

zwischen Selbst- und Objektliebe, ficken und
gefickt werden. Let’s get more out of our culture!

erweitern unsere Körper über ihre physischen
Grenzen hinaus: The best sex, the best anything
erotic, is when you project your energy into what
you’re doing. If you strap on a dick and project
your energy into it – even if it’s not yours – it
becomes an extension of you.
Eines der strukturerhaltenden Gesetze
der patriarchalen Gesellschaftsordung schreibt
vor, dass man entweder einen Penis hat oder
keinen (genau einen oder genau keinen). Beatriz
Preciado hält fest: „In der heterosexuellen
Mythologie genügt ein Penis. Hat man zwei
davon, fällt man bereits unter die Monstrosität
eines lebendigen Doubles: Was ist der Dildo
und was ist der Penis? Hat man keinen Penis,
fällt man gleich unter einen anderen Typ
Monstrosität, unter die natürliche Monstrosität
der Femininität.” In diesem Sinne müssen wir
alle zu Monstern mit mehr als nur einem Dildo
werden, wie die Ballerina auf Jakob Lena Knebls

Freud, and Beatriz Preciado.

Foto, deren Fersen mit zwei roten Erektionen

Translation by Johanna Grabsch

bestückt sind. Was, fragt man sich, trägt sie wohl
unter ihrem Tutu?

In der Entwicklung unserer Körperwahrnehmung kommt dem Schmerz eine wesent-

Ulrike Müller, mit Anleihen bei Judith Butler, Wynne

Greenwood, Laidie Magenta, Michel Foucault, Sigmund

liche Rolle zu. Wir sind uns unserer Organe

Freud und Beatriz Preciado.

dann bewusst, wenn sie uns wehtun: Ich fühle
mein Herz, wenn es vor Aufregung oder Angst
laut in meiner Brust pocht, meine Niere, wenn
Auch unsere sexuellen Organe existieren
nicht von vorne herein, sie werden vielmehr
an Kontaktpunkten gebildet, erogene Zonen
entstehen entlang des Lust-Unlust-Kontinuums
unserer Berührungen mit der Welt. Die
Morphologie unserer Körper ist also imaginär,
und Schmerz wirkt in diesem Prozess als
formgebend. Der Phantomschmerz verlorener
Gliedmaßen und die Phantomlust von Prothesen

photo: Heidi Harsieber / © Jakob Lena Knebl

ich eine Kolik erleide.

Dieser Text begleitete eine Edition von Doppeldildos
von Jakob Lena Knebl, die 2009 in Wien an
PassantInnen verteilt wurde.

This text was written to accompany an edition of double
dildos by Jakob Lena Knebl, which was distributed to
passersby in Vienna in 2009.
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